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Abstract 

Many traveling arrangements can be made online at this time, such as lodging, transportation, and choosing tourist 
attractions. Studies on online tourism systems discuss a lot about booking service systems at hotel reservations, 
transportation reservations, or booking tour tickets. However, most of these studies were carried out only on individual 
processes and were not integrated. This study built a web service for travel package booking that allows travelers to 
book transportation, hotels, and travel tickets in one transaction. The use of API technology combines parameters 
from ordering a travel package, then carrying out a comprehensive calculation. In the end, travelers will get many 
options to combine their travel packages automatically. In this study, the validity of the API was tested. Testing the 
API built resulted in an average time of 2946 ms from 50 trials of API calls by ten different users accessing the system 
simultaneously. We suggest adding API connections with providers of travel location review information so that more 
details will be available in one particular place. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Web services are software systems designed to support machine-to-machine interactions that operated over a 
network (Chen et al. 2017). The web service has an interface described in a machine-processable format (Paik et al. 
2017). In this modern era, web services have been used in various fields such as e-commerce (Sohaib and Kang 2017), 
online payment (Listyani et al. 2016), and data provider (Perwira and Santosa 2017). Web service is a system built to 
manage data or perform an operation based on the requests. Then the client retrieves the result of the process (Jianxiao 
Liu et al. 2016). We can find this thing in the microservices concept. The advantage of using a web service is that 
application developers do not need to create a difficult function to perform if there is already a web service that can 
do similar work. For example, when a group of developers wants to do a payment module for an application they are 
developing, they can take advantage of a web service that can handle payment transactions such as Midtrans. There 
are two types of web services that are widely used, namely, SOAP (Simple Object Access Protocol) and REST 
(Representational State Transfer) (Rafalimanana et al. 2020). SOAP is an XML based protocol, while REST is an 
architectural based protocol. Also, the SOAP protocol is HTTP and SMTP, and FTP, while REST is HTTP. So far, 
web services are widely used as a backend in microservice systems. It provides the advantages of good system 
modularity, easy maintenance, and good scalability. Thus, web services are used as a system capable of handling 
specific tasks based on client requests so that the software on the client can have a good performance. 

One web service that is widely used is Rest-API (Hu et al. 2017). The Rest-API is very popular because it is 
easy to use, easy to understand, and has better performance (Neumann et al. 2018). Apart from that, the Rest-API also 
allows sending data using a lightweight data format such as JSON (Barbaglia et al. 2016), which allows for easier 
parsing (Jian Liu et al. 2019). The Rest-API uses the HTTP methodology defined by the RFC 2616 protocol, like: 
GET to retrieve resources; PUT to modify resources; POST to create a new resource; and DELETE to delete resources 
(Putra and Putera 2019). To run the Rest-API, the client needs to run a URL that points to a designated method. This 
process is known as a request. Then, the client will receive data. This data is known as a response. One example of its 
use is a weather application that gets data about the weather from a web service via an API. 
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Rest-API is very popular, and many developers use it, one of which is in the tourism industry (Anugrah et al. 
2019). The Rest-API is used to handle hotel bookings (Rauf et al. 2018) (Parra and María 2017) such as in 
Booking.com application, transportation booking  (Jnr 2020) (Chemutai 2019) such as in Tiket.com application, dan 
booking tour tickets (Rachmaniah et al. 2018) (Garcia et al. 2018) such as in Traveloka application. These applications 
provide evidence that using Rest-API can provide benefits. One of them is in the travel industry. In hotel reservations, 
the Rest-API is used to display hotel lists, hotel searches, hotel prices, hotel availability status, hotel reservations, and 
others. In transportation bookings, Rest-API is used to view the list of available airlines and make ticket bookings. 
Rest-API is used to see available tourist attractions along with their schedules and prices in booking tourist tickets. 
Although there have been many uses of the Rest-API in the tourism industry (Rachmaniah et al. 2018), but until now 
there has been no use of the Rest-API (Nesi et al. 2016) to integrate hotel, transportation, and tour ticket booking 
transactions. Integrated hotel reservations, transportation, and tourist tickets can make it easier for end-users to book 
travel packages. This research was conducted to answer the existing gaps and build a web service in the form of a 
Rest-API that integrates hotel booking, transportation, and tour tickets so that they can be done in one transaction. 

 
2. RESEARCH METHOD 

There are five steps in this research, as shown in Figure 1. 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Research Method 
 

Different developers create APIs on each system, so they have different ways of using them. The first step in 
this research method is to analyze the hotel reservation system's API, transportation reservations, and tour ticket 
reservations to find out how it works and how to use each API. The results of the analysis are then used to determine 
the structure of the web service. The next step is to develop a web service. There is a line of code in the developed 
web service that functions to integrate the hotel reservation system's API, the transportation reservation system, and 
the tour ticket booking system. In the next step, we create a Rest-API so that the Rest server can communicate with 
the Rest client. Testing is carried out at the last step to measure the success rate of the system. The final step also 
describes the results of the research at each step. 

 
2.1 Analyzing the API Structure of the Hotel Booking System, Transportation Booking, and Tour 

Ticket Booking 
Analysis of the API structure is needed to find out the design of the existing API. The investigation is carried 

out to determine how it works and find out the use of existing APIs. The API used in this study comes from API 
providers (Booking.com provides the API for hotel bookings, Tiket.com provides API for transportation booking, and 
Traveloka.com provides API for tour ticket booking). Each of these APIs has a different design, as shown in Tables 
1, 2, and 3. 
 

Table 1. Hotel Booking API 
 

Function Message Type Message Name Fill in the Message/Attribute 
Show Hotel List Input listRequest - location 
 Output listResponse - hotel_id 

- hotel_name 
- location 
- rate 
- price 
- availability 
- hotel_img_url 

Add Order Input addOrderRequest - hotel_id 
- checkin 
- checkout 
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- jumlah_tamu_dewasa 
- jumlah_tamu_anak 

 Output addOrderResponse - order_id 
- message 

Order Detail Input orderDetailRequest - order_id 
 Output orderDetailResponse - order_id 

- hotel_id 
- checkin 
- checkout 
- jumlah_tamu_dewasa 
- jumlah_tamu_anak 

 
The Show Hotel List function has a message listRequest and listResponse. Message listRequest is the data sent 

when requesting the server to request hotel list data based on location. Message list Response is the result of making 
the request, namely in the form of the requested hotel list data. The Add Order function has the addOrderRequest and 
addOrderResponse messages. The addOrderRequest message is data sent when requesting the server to ask the server 
to add new order data. The addOrderResponse message is the result of a request, which is the success status of adding 
orders. The Order Detail function has a message orderDetailRequest and orderDetailResponse. OrderDetailRequest 
message is data sent when requesting the server to request order detail data based on order_id. OrderDetailResponse 
message results from making the request, which is detailed data for the requested order. Figures 2, 3, and 4 show the 
outputs of Show Hotel List, Add Order, and Order Detail functions. 

 
 

Figure 2. The output of Function Show Hotel List 
 

 
 

Figure 3. The output of Function Add Order 
 

 
 

Figure 4. The output of Function Order Detail 
 

Table 2. Transportation Booking API 
 

Function Message Type Message Name Fill in the Message/Attribute 
Show Airlines List Input listRequest - departure_airport 

- arrival_airport 
- checkin 
- checkout 

 Output listResponse - airline_id 
- airline_name 
- airline_logo_url 
- price 

Add Order Input addOrderRequest - departure_airport 
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- arrival_airport 
- checkin 
- checkout 
- kelas_kabin 
- nama_lengkap_pemesan 
- email_pemesan 
- no_hp_pemesan 

 Output addOrderResponse - order_id 
- message 

Order Detail Input orderDetailRequest - order_id 
 Output orderDetailResponse - airline_id 

- airline_name 
- airline_logo_url 
- price 
- departure_airport 
- arrival_airport 
- checkin 
- checkout 
- kelas_kabin 
- nama_lengkap_pemesan 
- email_pemesan 
- no_hp_pemesan 

 
The Show Airlines List function has a message listRequest and listResponse. Message list Request is data that 

is sent when requesting the server to request airline list data based on departure_airport, arrival_airport, check-in, and 
check-out. Message list Response is the result of making the request, namely in the form of the requested airline list 
data. The Add Order function has the addOrderRequest and addOrderResponse messages. The addOrderRequest 
message is data sent when requesting the server to ask the server to add new order data. The addOrderResponse 
message is the result of a request, which is the success status of adding orders. The Order Detail function has a message 
orderDetailRequest and orderDetailResponse. OrderDetailRequest message is data sent when requesting the server to 
request order detail data based on order_id. OrderDetailResponse message results from making the request, which is 
detailed data for the requested order. Figures 5, 6, and 7 show the outputs of the Show Airlines List, Add Order, and 
Order Detail functions. 

 

 
 

Figure 5. The output of Function Show Airlines List 
 

 
 

Figure 6. The output of Function Add Order 
 

 
 

Figure 7. The output of Function Order Detail 
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Table 3. Tour Ticket Booking API 

Function Message Type Message Name Fill in the Message/Attribute 
Show Tourist 
Attraction List 

Input listRequest - tanggal_kunjungan 

 Output listResponse - tourist_attraction_id 
- tourist_attraction_name 
- tourist_attraction_img_url 
- price 
- availability 

Add Order Input addOrderRequest - tanggal_kunjungan_wisata 
- jumlah_tamu_dewasa 
- jumlah_tamu_anak 
- nama_lengkap_pemesan 
- no_hp_pemesan 
- email_pemesan 

 Output addOrderResponse - order_id 
- message 

Order Detail Input orderDetailRequest - order_id 
 Output orderDetailResponse - tourist_attraction_id 

- tourist_attraction_name 
- tourist_attraction_img_url 
- price 
- tanggal_kunjungan 
- nama_lengkap_pemesan 
- no_hp_pemesan 
- email_pemesan 
- jumlah_tamu_dewasa 
- jumlah_tamu_anak 

 
The Show Tourist Attraction function has a message listRequest and listResponse. Message listRequest is the 

data sent when requesting the server to request a list of tourist attractions based on the visit's date. Message list 
Response is the result of making the request, which is a list of requested tourist attractions. The Add Order function 
has the addOrderRequest and addOrderResponse messages. The addOrderRequest message is data sent when 
requesting the server to ask the server to add new order data. The addOrderResponse message is the result of a request, 
which is the success status of adding orders. The Order Detail function has a message orderDetailRequest and 
orderDetailResponse. OrderDetailRequest message is data sent when requesting the server to request order detail data 
based on order_id. OrderDetailResponse message results from making the request, namely in detailed data for the 
requested order. Figures 8, 9, and 10 show the Show Tourist Attraction List, Add Order, and Order Detail functions 
output. 

 

 
 

Figure 8. The output of Function Show Tourist Attraction List 
 

 
 

Figure 9. The output of Function Add Order 
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Figure 10. The output of Function Order Detail 
 

2.2 Building a Web Service 
Several architectures are widely used in web service development, including SOAP (Simple Object Access 

Protocol) and REST (REpresentational State Transfer). SOAP architecture produces data output in XML format, while 
REST architecture produces data output in JSON format. The choice of architecture is determined based on the needs 
of the web service. Suppose the need for a web service is to have a guaranteed level of reliability and security. In that 
case, we can use SOAP architecture because it offers additional standards for ensuring processing operations and 
asynchronous calls. However, if the web service has limited bandwidth and resources, then the REST architecture 
needs to be chosen. Each architecture has advantages and disadvantages, but in this study, we use the REST 
architecture to build web services because of its ease of use. The web service works in a way that the client will make 
a series of calls via a request to the server where the hosted web service is. Requests are made through what is known 
as remote procedure calls. Also, the REST architecture on web services is very suitable for implementation in mobile-
based client applications because the data sent has the JSON format, which has a small size to provide good 
performance. This study built a web service that integrates several booking transaction functions, including hotel 
reservations, transportation, and tour tickets. The available functions come from different APIs. 

 
2.3 Building an Integration System 

 
 

Figure 11. Integration System 
 

Hotel, transportation, and tourist ticket booking transactions are carried out separately and originate from 
different APIs. In this research, the three transactions are integrated to become one transaction. At this step, we set up 
a system to integrate the three transactions, shown in Figure 11. 

 
2.4 Building Rest API 

The Rest API uses HTTP as a medium for data transmission. Methods in the API are accessed via URL (endpoints). 
The URL contains the method name along with the parameters it requires. There are several methods in the built Rest 
API, as shown in Table 4. 

 
Table 4. List of API URLs 

 
No. 
API URL Method Parameter Description 

API1 /showTravelPackag
eList 

GET api_key Used to request 
data 

API2 /showTravelPackag
eDetail 

GET api_key, package_id Used to request 
data based on 
package_id 
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API3 /bookTravelPackag
e  

POST api_key, package_id, hotel_id, 
hotel_checkin, hotel_checkout, 
airport_checkin, airport_checkout, 
jumlah_tamu_dewasa, 
jumlah_tamu_anak, departure_airport, 
arrival_airport, nama_lengkap_pemesan, 
email_pemesan, no_hp_pemesan, 
tanggal_kunjungan_wisata 

Used to book tour 
packages 

 
The showTravelPackageList method is a method with a GET type that functions to get a list of travel package 

data, shown in Figure 12. The showTravelPackageDetail method is a method with the GET type, which works to get 
detailed data from travel packages selected based on package_id, shown in Figure 13. The bookTravelPackage method 
is a POST type method that functions to make travel package purchases by sending some of the required transaction 
data, shown in Figure 14. These methods have an api_key parameter containing an authentication code that needs to 
fill to access that method. 

 
 

Figure 12. The output of Method Show Travel Package List 
 

 
 

Figure 13. The output of Method Show Travel Package Detail 
 

 
 

Figure 14. The output of Method Book Travel Package 
 

2.5 Testing 
At this step, we test API calls with ten different users accessing the system simultaneously. It is conducted to 

determine the speed of the API used. We trial them by calculating the time from the beginning of the user saves the 
order until the order is stored. The system embeds the measuring time in the ordering process. 

 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

This study builds a web service with the REST architecture associated with each required parameter in the API 
used, namely hotel reservations, transportation, and tour tickets. This study's web service architecture has three main 
entities, as shown in Figure 15, namely service requester/client, service provider/web service, resource provider. The 
web service processes the resources obtained from the resource provider and then integrates them, then the client uses 
the services it needs from the web service. 
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Figure 15. Web Service Architecture 
 
3.1 Web Service 

This web service development uses the PHP programming language and the CI framework (Codeigniter), and 
we deploy it in online hosting. The hotel, transportation, and tour ticket booking process are integrated by this web 
service, as shown in Table 5. 

 
Table 5. Hotel Booking, Transportation Booking, and Tour Ticket Booking API URLs 

 

 
Hotel Booking API is a URL that functions to make hotel reservations, including several parameters, namely 

hotel_id, check-in, check-out, jumlah_tamu_dewasa jumlah_tamu_anak. The Transportation Booking API is a URL 
that works to place an airplane transportation order, by including several parameters, namely departure_airport, 
arrival_airport, check-in, check-out, kelas_kabin, nama_lengkap_pemesan, email_pemesan, and no_hp_pemesan. The 
Tour Ticket Booking API is a URL that functions to book travel tickets, including several parameters: 
tanggal_kunjungan_wisata, jumlah_tamu_dewasa, jumlah_tamu_anak, nama_lengkap_pemesan, no_hp_pemesan, 
and email_pemesan. The three APIs outputs are the same, namely the JSON format data containing the order_id and 
message key, as shown in Figure 16. 

 
 

Figure 16. The output of API Hotel Booking, Transportation Booking, and Tour Ticket Booking 
 

3.2 Integration 
The integration process is carried out by running the APIs described in point A in the web service. Some 

parameters need to fill in the URL of the APIs, namely hotel_id, hotel_checkin, hotel_checkout, airport_checkin, 
airport_checkout, jumlah_tamu_dewasa, jumlah_tamu_anak, departure_airport, arrival_airport, 
nama_lengkap_pemesan, email_pemesan, no_hp_pemesan, tanggal_kunjungan_wisata. These parameters retrieve a 
value based on input data from the user system (client). 

 
3.3 Rest-API 

Rest-API is created for the web service to make user software (client) able to implement it. The Rest-API URL 
has parameters, as shown in Table 6. When the client runs the URL as a request, the client will retrieve a response in 
JSON formatted data containing the key, namely the order_id and message, as shown in Figure 17. The order_id key 

API URL Method Parameter Description 
Hotel 
Booking 

https://api.tiket.com 
/addOrder 

POST hotel_id, checkin, checkout, 
jumlah_tamu_dewasa, 
jumlah_tamu_anak 

Used to make hotel 
reservations 

Transpor
tation 
Booking 
 

https://api.booking.com
/addOrder 

POST departure_airport, arrival_airport, 
checkin, checkout, kelas_kabin, 
nama_lengkap_pemesan, 
email_pemesan, no_hp_pemesan 

Used to make 
airplane 
transportation 
orders 

Tour 
Ticket 
Booking 

https://api.traveloka.co
m/addOrder 

POST tanggal_kunjungan_wisata, 
jumlah_tamu_dewasa, 
jumlah_tamu_anak, 
nama_lengkap_pemesan, 
no_hp_pemesan, email_pemesan 

Used to make tour 
ticket reservations 
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is the unique data from the recorded transaction data, while the key message is a message that explains whether the 
transaction was successful or failed. 

 
Table 6. Rest-API URL 

 
The Book Travel API is a URL that functions to book a travel package. Bookings are made by including several 

parameters, as shown in Table 6. 

 
 

Figure 17. The output of Method bookTravelPackage 
 

3.4 Testing Results 
The tests carried out in this study include testing API calls with ten different users accessing the system 

simultaneously. API call testing is conducted to determine the speed of the API used. We examine the condition by 
calculating the time from the user's beginning to save the order until the order is stored. The system embeds the 
measuring time in the ordering process. Table 7 shows the test results. 

 
Table 7. Results of API Testing 

Test No Result (ms) Test No Result (ms) 
1  5000 26  2377 
2  4690 27  2393 
3  4680 28  2351 
4  4565 29  2386 
5  4502 30  2367 
6  4310 31  2350 
7  4011 32  2363 
8  3677 33  2392 
9  2804 34  2398 
10  2388 35  2385 
11  2380 36  2395 
12  2395 37  2379 
13  2383 38  2357 
14  2373 39  2378 
15  2362 40  2360 
16  2384 41  2370 
17  2353 42  2356 
18  2391 43  2374 
19  2352 44  2397 
20  2369 45  2354 
21  2371 46  3668 
22  2390 47  3980 
23  2358 48  4987 
24  2399 49  5268 
25  2359 50  5691 

Average Acceptance 2946 
 

In the test table, the system access time to the API has decreased in experiments 1 to 10. Then in experiment 
11 onwards, the data processing time is stable until it approaches the 49th experiment, the speed drops to nearly 6000 
ms. 

API URL Method Parameter Description 
Book 
Travel 

/bookTravelPackage 
 

POST api_key, package_id, hotel_id, hotel_checkin, 
hotel_checkout, airport_checkin, airport_checkout, 
jumlah_tamu_dewasa, jumlah_tamu_anak, 
departure_airport, arrival_airport, 
nama_lengkap_pemesan, email_pemesan, 
no_hp_pemesan, tanggal_kunjungan_wisata 

Used to book 
travel 
packages 
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4. CONCLUSION 
This study aims to complete the integration between hotel booking transactions, transportation bookings, and 

tour ticket bookings, which previously we had to do one by one. Therefore they become integrated so that transactions 
can be made simultaneously as one transaction. We have presented an approach to integrating hotel booking, 
transportation booking, and tour ticket booking using web service technology with REST architecture. Web service 
provides services that can be used by clients based on their needs. It offers an opportunity for the use of web services 
as a tool for integration. By using RESTful web service technology, web services can be accessed easily by clients 
with different platforms to perform certain operations. The solution to this problem is implemented in the user software 
using Rest-API technology. The use of Rest-API technology provides convenience in terms of scalability and 
reusability in software development. 

We tested the validity of the built API. Testing is done by testing API calls. The API call testing conducted 
found that the average time was 2946 ms from 50 trial calls by ten different users accessing the system simultaneously. 

This study created a web service that integrates hotel booking, transportation booking, and tour ticket booking. 
This study answers the gap from previous research. We hope that this study contributes to a more in-depth analysis of 
the REST web service's scalability attributes. For further investigation, we recommend adding API connections with 
the providers of travel location review information so that more details will be available in one particular place. 
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